
The Wellfleet Bike & Walkways Committee Virtual Meeting – Zoom 

Friday, May 7, 2021 at 10am 

Meeting Minutes 

Members Present: Pete Cook, Rebecca Brodwick Noble, Ned Oliver, Lance Miller, and Christie 

O’Campbell  

Other Town Representatives Present: none 

1. Call to Order: Pete calls the meeting to order at 10:03.

2. Administrative matters

a. Meeting rules to invite public comment: The committee invites public comment and

input at the end of each agenda item with a one-minute limit for each speaker. We

welcome more feedback through email, bikeandwalkways@wellfleet-ma.gov, as

well as proposals to the committee that can become future agenda items.
b. Review committee’s official charge: Rebecca reads the official Bike and Walkways

Committee Charge that is posted on the website and below (see Attachment 1).

c. Near-term committee meeting calendar: We’re on a bi-weekly meeting calendar with

our next meeting scheduled for Friday, May 21 at 10am.

3. Approve minutes from committee meeting on April 23, 2021: Rebecca moves that we approve

the April 23,2021 meeting minutes, Lance seconds, and all vote in favor.

4. Bikeway Analysis Preparation

a. Geospatial Information System (GIS) tools: Terry Smith, Wellfleet resident and a

Geoscientist and hydrographer who uses GIS professionally, has been putting an

ArcGIS database of segments together for the Bike and Walkways Committee. She is

focusing on three goals: digitizing the segments; providing geographic data for the

analysis using publicly available datasets from the Cape Cod Commission (who

receive information from the National Seashore and others), Mass GIS, and a few

other sources; and providing a geospatial visual by creating overlays that can help

committee members both with their assessment and present the results for the

assessment. Terry presented her current version of the ArcGIS database, showing the

different data layers such as miles, National Seashore land, land use (commercial,

residential, evergreen forest…). She can illustrate where wetlands and vernal pools

are located. She also created a slope visual from elevation data published by the

Army Core of Engineers, which is accurate within 1 meter. In this draft, she has 108

segments for the three-mile extension, ranging from .2 miles and up. She is working

to make a version that can be available to the committee members for visualization

purposes. Committee members expressed their appreciation and excitement about the

GIS database.

b. Lessons learned from recent test segment analysis: At the last meeting we agreed that

we would each take three segments to score against the five-goals, using the 60

scoring criteria. This test was very useful in identifying the challenges in our process.

Pete reviewed common themes than ran throughout all tester feedback, particularly

criteria that felt difficult to assess within the field and identified 22 criteria that can be



better scored outside the field. Attachment 2, “Lessons Learned from Test Scoring” is 

shared which outlines seven of the criteria that are best scored using ArcGIS (like 

property ownership), five criteria that require external agency input (safety data from 

the Wellfleet Police Department), and ten criteria that are best scored after the 

segments have been stitched together. He also found that the scoring spread between 

individuals is close on the remaining 38 criteria. The instances with a wide range or 

N/A was often because a committee member had a different set of assumptions such 

as whether we are scoring based on road sharing, a separate pathway on the side of a 

road, etc. In the instances that a committee member felt that a score was N/A, it often 

means that the score is a 5 because it is not an issue. For instance, if a pathway is 

separate from the road, it will score a 5 for traffic disturbance. The group also 

engaged in a conversation about vistas, and how to clarify a shared definition of 

vistas. Pete’s proposed way forward is to score the remaining 38 criteria in person, 

use ArcGIS and agency inputs for the other criteria and score the final ten as whole 

pathways. The Wellfleet Police Chief offered input earlier in our process, so Pete will 

zoom with them to get the feedback.  

c. Consideration of alternative approach to analysis: Attachment 3: “Choices for 

Analysis going Forward” is screenshared. Lance raises some concerns to the 

committee about the methodology and the substantial time commitment involved. 

The 60 criteria were developed with the idea that they would be measuring people’s 

subjective experience over an entire pathway. They were not intended to be used to 

measure short segments, which are an average of about .4 miles. His proposed 

alternative includes reducing the amount of human judgements (potentially an 8% 

error rate) by reducing the criteria number to 15 - possible by utilizing GIS and 

finding as many quantitative measures as possible (such as a certain number of curb 

cuts per mile).  

d. Decision on moving forward to execute analysis: The committee discussed 

possibilities to address the time issue: Pete’s proposal did lessen the criteria to 38; the 

committee could pair up and divide up the segments (rather than each individually 

rating every segment); back to the vista conversation – Christie mentioned that spaces 

to gather and relax can also be as positive as a beautiful vista and Pete suggested that 

we move that criteria to the route level; Rebecca wondered whether we can lower the 

criteria numbers a little more and Christie wondered if we should consider the idea of 

scoring pathways instead of segments; Terry wondered if we could take out the very 

small segments and rather than score them, call them connectors; Pete mentions that 

scoring all the segments allows the scores to speak for themselves to maintain a high 

integrity analysis that is comprehensive, objective and rigorous. Discussion about the 

pros and cons of assessing segments or taking out the pathways with fatal flaws 

ensues. There is agreement about the strategy of pairing up and splitting up the 

segments. Pete proposes that the committee moves forward with his proposed plan 

with the addition of working in pairs and moving the vista criteria from consideration 

at the segment level to the route level. Rebecca agrees, Lance opposes, and Christie 

has hesitations and hopes for more compromise. Ned suggests that we attempt Pete’s 

proposed plan for a week and see how it goes. Christie agrees with Ned and changes 

her vote. Lance says he will change his vote, knowing that there will be a review in 

two weeks.   

5. Other bike and walkway issues in Wellfleet: none 



6. Other business not reasonably anticipated 48 hours prior to the meeting: none 

7. Adjournment: Pete moves to adjourn the meeting at 12:11, Ned seconds and all vote in favor.  

Attachment 1: Bike and Walkways Committee Charge 

Attachment 2: Lessons Learned from Test Scoring 

Attachment 3: Choices for Analysis going Forward 

 

Bike and Walkways Committee, bikeandwalkways@wellfleet-ma.gov 

CHARGE 

The Bike and Walkways Committee is hereby established to consider ways to provide safe areas for 

biking and walking. The Board of Selectmen believes that these activities should be available seasonally 

and year-round as they are an important means of local transportation, are popular activities in the 

town, and promote good health. 

The Bike and Walkway Committee is charged with the following tasks: 

1. To work with the Cape Cod National Seashore, the Towns of Provincetown and Truro and the Cape 

Cod Commission to establish the continuation of the bike trail northward into Provincetown. 

2. To prepare a plan for future bike and walking routes throughout the town of Wellfleet. 

 

Attachment 2: Lessons Learned from Test Scoring 
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Attachment 3: Choices for Analysis going Forward 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 


